
DISH Selects Mavenir to Deliver Cloud-Native
OpenRAN Software for Nation's First Virtual 5G
Wireless Broadband Network

ENGLEWOOD, Colo., April 23, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- As DISH Network continues its buildout of the nation's
first software-defined 5G wireless broadband network, the company has entered into a multi-year agreement
with leading network software provider Mavenir to deliver cloud-native OpenRAN software.

"The open and intelligent architecture of our greenfield network will give us the ability to source a diverse
technology ecosystem, including U.S.-based solution providers," said Marc Rouanne, DISH's Chief Network
Officer. "Mavenir will help us lay the foundation for an innovative software-defined network with the flexibility,
intelligence and scalability to deliver applications that will redefine the U.S. wireless industry."

"We are honored to be partnering with DISH Network and being recognized for our innovation and
leadership in developing and delivering innovative solutions," said Pardeep Kohli, President and CEO of
Mavenir. "Working with DISH, we will be supporting the deployment of the world's largest cloud-native
OpenRAN 5G network."

About DISHAbout DISH

DISH Network Corporation is a connectivity company. Since 1980, it has served as a disruptive force, driving
innovation and value on behalf of consumers. Through its subsidiaries, the company provides television
entertainment and award-winning technology to millions of customers with its satellite DISH TV and
streaming Sling TV services. Through its strategic spectrum portfolio and other assets, DISH is poised to enter
the wireless market as a facilities-based provider of wireless services with a nationwide consumer offering
and development of the first standalone 5G broadband network in the U.S. DISH's OnTech Smart Services
brand offers in-home installation of connected home devices and entertainment solutions. DISH Media
serves as the company's advertising sales group delivering targeted advertising solutions. DISH Network
Corporation (NASDAQ: DISH) is a Fortune 250 company.

For company information, visit about.dish.com
Subscribe to DISH email alerts: http://about.dish.com/alerts
Follow @DISHNews on Twitter: http://www.twitter.com/DISHNews

About MavenirAbout Mavenir:

Mavenir is the industry's only end-to-end, cloud-native Network Software Provider focused on accelerating
software network transformation and redefining network economics for Communications Service Providers
(CSPs). Mavenir offers a comprehensive end-to-end product portfolio across every layer of the network
infrastructure stack. From 5G application/service layers to packet core and RAN, Mavenir leads the way in
evolved, cloud-native networking solutions enabling innovative and secure experiences for end users.
Leveraging innovations in IMS (VoLTE, VoWiFi, Advanced Messaging (RCS)), Private Networks as well as vEPC,
5G Core and OpenRAN vRAN, Mavenir accelerates network transformation for more than 250+ CSP
customers in over 140 countries, which serve over 50% of the world's subscribers.

Mavenir embraces disruptive, innovative technology architectures and business models that drive service
agility, flexibility, and velocity. With solutions that propel NFV evolution to achieve web-scale economics,
Mavenir offers solutions to help CSPs with cost reduction, revenue generation, and revenue protection.
www.mavenir.com..
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For further information: Mavenir: Maryvonne Tubb, Mavenir PR, Karen Modlin, Karen.Modlin@dish.com


